Benefits of Taking an EDI Training Class and the knowledge you will gain:

• Improve the effectiveness of your current EDI operation. EDI Academy’s instructors have implemented EDI for various fortune 500 companies. You will gain knowledge that you may have not been aware of in the past that can help your organization improve productivity and reduce error rates.

• Acquire new EDI skills, increasing your contribution to the business and improving your B2B knowledge.

• Get up-skilled to do new and different EDI-related tasks, anything from trading partner on-boarding to EDI mapping and support. Most EDI Academy attendees develop skill sets that allow them undertake a greater variety of EDI-related work.

• Increased ability to respond effectively to change in the EDI industry. While EDI has been around as a formal standard for well over 30 years, it’s constantly changing, new EDI transactions and connectivity options are always being added.

• Create a return-on-investment and a cost-to-benefit analysis for implementing new projects.

• Learn how to read raw data and conduct mapping of common EDI Transactions: (850, 810, 856, 846, 940, 210, 214, 860, 865 and we can tailor more transactions per your request) [http://ediacademy.com/HIPAA_EDI_TRAINING_CourseInformation.html](http://ediacademy.com/HIPAA_EDI_TRAINING_CourseInformation.html)

• Learn about the components of the EDI environment: Translator, AS2, Mapping tools, testing tools, scheduler and how EDI teams are structured. Learn how you can improve productivity and reduce error rates with other EDI transactions that you may have not considered before.

• A survey of past delegates who have attended EDI Academy Training Courses has provided further insight into the benefits of training in terms of acquiring new skills, developing existing skills and gaining practical advice to implement in the day-to-day EDI operation. Please visit our testimonials page for further information: [http://ediacademy.com/Testimonials.html](http://ediacademy.com/Testimonials.html)

• Tuition: $1,250 for EDI Best Practices and $500 for Advanced EDI Training.